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IN AN ERA when the cause of Palestine has suffered multiple setbacks, and when the Palestinian national movement is at a low point of disunity and strategic incoherence, it is heartening that an initiative launched by Palestinian civil society has achieved resounding global success in the face of fierce opposition by the Israeli state and its supporters.

Launched in 2005, the BDS movement organized its efforts around the simple tactics of boycott, divestment and sanctions, and with the straightforward goal of justice for Palestinians under occupation, inside Israel, and in exile from their homeland. The movement built on an approach pioneered by victims of the oldest example of European settler-colonialism. These were 19th century Irish farmers who were the first to use the weapon of boycott against their oppressors, in the person of one Captain Charles Boycott, an agent for Lord Erne, their British landlord. Later adopted by militants fighting for Indian independence, for an end to apartheid in South Africa, and for civil rights in the Jim Crow American South, boycott is one of the oldest and most respected non-violent tools wielded by victims of oppression.

Reliance on the time-tested tactic of boycott has been combined with a push for divestment by public funds, universities and other institutions from corporations that are complicit with the occupation and subjugation of Palestinians, and with a call for international sanctions against Israel for its discriminatory policies. This movement has resonated with a global audience that is increasingly attuned to the realities of Israel’s coercion of the Palestinians under its control, or whom it ethnically cleansed from their ancestral homeland.

The call for BDS has had a particular impact in the United States and Europe, which historically have functioned as the “metropole” for the settler-colonial project – the last of the modern era – that developed into the state of Israel. As the late Tony Judt, once an ardent Zionist, put it, the Zionist movement “arrived too late,” importing “a characteristically late-nineteenth-century separatist project into a world that has moved on.” Once controversial, his view has become increasingly less so, in large measure thanks to the BDS movement.

While the Israeli model of ethno-religious discrimination based on ethnic cleansing is not consonant with modern liberal values, in recent years this model has drawn renewed energy from an illiberal, chauvinist nationalist and authoritarian wave the world over, symbolized by authoritarian populist leaders like Bolsinaro, Modi, Orban and Trump. This energy has animated Israel’s campaign against the BDS movement and other advocates of Palestinian rights.

Centrally directed by Israel’s Ministry of Strategic Affairs, massively resourced, and employing legions of lawyers, PR experts, online trolls, and agents skilled in disinformation, this coordinated global campaign has slandered students, academics and other activists for Palestinian rights in increasingly strident fashion. At the same time, this campaign is behind efforts to outlaw BDS in various American states,

which have so far produced statutes passed in a number of them. When tested in court, however, none of these laws has withstood judicial scrutiny because they are in flagrant violation of First Amendment freedoms.

The call for BDS and other appeals for Palestinian rights have notched impressive victories on college campuses and in churches and unions all over the US in spite of the determined efforts of opponents of equality and justice for the Palestinians. This has led Israel and its allies to employ their ultimate weapon, the smear of anti-Semitism. In the face of an alarming recent surge in anti-Semitic hate crimes, most of which emanate from the far right, instead of focusing on the main purveyors of real, existing Jew-hatred (some of whom they appallingly count as “friends of Israel”), Israel’s partisans have tried to tar advocates for justice for Palestine with the brush of anti-Semitism. They do this while purposely ignoring the explicit opposition of the BDS movement to all forms of racism, including anti-Semitism, and the broad support among many liberal and progressive Jews, particularly younger ones, for Palestinian rights and for the principles upheld by the BDS movement.

As part of its Current Issues in Depth series, the Institute for Palestine Studies is pleased to offer its readers the following assessment of the BDS movement by one of its founders and leaders, Omar Barghouti, in the hope of spreading understanding of its aims and achievements. As this essay shows, this movement is rooted in universal principles and non-violent tactics employed by movements against oppression ranging from colonial Ireland to Birmingham, Alabama in the 1950s. For its defense against the McCarthyite attacks by partisans of Israel, it relies on the principle of freedom of speech enshrined in both the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights, a principle that has been upheld by American and European courts. This principle offers a guarantee that the message of equal justice for all – Palestinian Arabs and Israeli Jews – which is the core of the call for BDS will continue to resonate globally.
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Introduction

ISRAEL’S recent enlistment of the now-departing Trump administration in its war on the Palestinian-led Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions (BDS) movement, as revealed in recent media reports, is the latest and, arguably, the strongest, indicator of the BDS movement’s impact on Israel’s regime of military occupation, settler colonialism, and apartheid, and of the failure by Israel and its lobby groups, including Christian Zionists, to crush the movement. But how did this nonviolent movement become such a “strategic” challenge to Israel, given Israel’s military and economic strength (sustained by billions of dollars in aid from and favorable trade with the United States, Germany, and other Western countries); its nuclear capabilities; and its impunity?

In 2005, the broadest coalition in Palestinian society, representing a majority of Palestinians in historic Palestine and in the diaspora, launched the BDS movement. It has since become a key part of Palestinian popular resistance and an effective form of international solidarity with the struggle of the indigenous people of Palestine for freedom, justice, and equality. The movement quickly became a target of attack by the Israeli government and its allies in the United States and elsewhere, as they correctly assessed its potential to disrupt Israel’s control of the Palestinian narrative. To cite one recent example in which the U.S. government made the link to BDS explicit: In September 2020, the Trump administration notified Kenya that it could forget about a free trade agreement unless it discouraged “politically motivated actions to boycott, divest from, and sanction Israel” and eliminated “state-sponsored, unsanctioned foreign boycotts of Israel” as well as “non-tariff barriers on Israeli goods, services, or other commerce imposed on Israel.”

This essay explains the inherent strengths of the BDS movement, including its global and intersectional appeal to progressives; its current and potential impact, particularly in transforming the discourse on the Palestinians and Israel; and its leading role in mainstreaming the apartheid analysis of Israel and lawful sanctions

to end it. It will review strategic BDS actions in the economic, academic, cultural, and sports fields to end international complicity in Israel’s regime of oppression; its main challenges; Israel’s global “war” waged against it; and why it is seen by most Palestinians and their growing number of supporters worldwide as a globalized Palestinian resistance that significantly contributes to the struggle for the inalienable rights of the people of Palestine.5

Rationale for a Globalized, Nonviolent Resistance Movement

“Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere,” wrote Martin Luther King Jr.6 “We are caught in an inescapable network of mutuality, tied in a single garment of destiny.” This network of mutuality has never been as evident as it is today. Almost every contemporary system of oppression can be maintained only by the conscious complicity of many other systems of oppression, from states to corporations to institutions. Globalized oppression necessitates globalized resistance and solidarity. The BDS movement for Palestinian rights seeks to cut those global links of complicity to Israel’s regime of colonial oppression as an essential first step toward securing Palestinian rights under international law.7

BDS calls for ending Israel’s 1967 occupation; dismantling its institutionalized and legalized system of racial domination and discrimination, which meets the UN definition of apartheid; and upholding the internationally recognized right of Palestinian refugees to return to the homes and lands from which they were uprooted and dispossessed since the 1947–1948 ethnic cleansing, or Nakba.8 These demands address the basic rights of Palestinians in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank, including East Jerusalem (approximately 38 percent of the Palestinian people, according to 2019 statistical estimates); Palestinian citizens of Israel (12 percent); and those in exile (50 percent).9 About two-thirds of Palestinians are refugees,

internally displaced persons, or living in exile.10

BDS is rooted in decades of Palestinian popular, nonviolent resistance to settler colonialism and is inspired by the South African anti-apartheid movement, the U.S. Civil Rights movement, and, to a lesser extent, the Indian and Irish anti-colonial struggles.

Anchored in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, BDS opposes all forms of racism and discrimination, including anti-Black racism, sexism, homophobia, Islamophobia, and anti-Semitism. One’s identity, the movement upholds, should never diminish or restrict one’s entitlement to rights. BDS targets complicity, not identity.

**Fostering Solidarity and Ending Complicity**

Solidarity with an oppressed community may be motivated by one or more of the following factors: first, a moral, yet charitable, abhorrence of injustice anywhere; second, an ideological commitment to internationalism, which sees liberation struggles everywhere as contributing to the defeat of imperialism and, in some variations, the march toward socialism; third, a sense of responsibility or obligation to stand with the oppressed upon recognizing the complicity of one’s own state or institution in the oppression at hand; and fourth, an understanding that this “remote” oppression is not only supported by one’s own state or institutions but is intersectional, or organically connected to domestic oppression.

BDS focuses on the latter two, often intertwined factors: the obligation to stand in solidarity with oppressed people and the understanding that injustice in other geographies is linked to domestic oppression. International struggles against injustice from the last century shed a bright light on the connections of complicity and the prospects for joint liberation. The international movement against apartheid in South Africa, in particular, signaled a radical shift in the very meaning of international solidarity. While Cuban, Algerian, and Palestinian arms and training support for the anti-apartheid resistance continued the anti-imperialist tradition of solidarity by states and revolutionary movements, the African National Congress exhorted Western citizens, trade unions, churches, and mass social movements to complement this traditional solidarity by directly supporting the liberation struggle in South Africa through cutting the lifelines, or the links of mostly Western complicity, that kept the apartheid system alive.

In the United States, revolutionary Black intellectuals have explored the common trajectory of oppression and liberation that tied apartheid with white supremacy and institutionalized anti-Black racism.11 Solidarity, in this sense, becomes concomitantly an act of fulfilling a moral duty toward the oppressed

---

“other” and charting a path to emancipation of the oppressed self. Together with Black Lives Matter and the climate and gender justice movements, BDS belongs to an evolving modern paradigm of globalized resistance and solidarity in the face of the rising dangers of far-right tendencies worldwide.

In recent years, the emergence of a powerful international far-right alliance—encompassing Donald Trump in the United States; Narendra Modi in India; Viktor Orban in Hungary; Jair Bolsonaro in Brazil; Rodrigo Duterte in the Philippines; and Mohammed bin Salman in Saudi Arabia—has made clear that resistance to any local regime of racial, economic, social, or national oppression must be not only morally consistent but also global and intersectional. This is necessary on ethical grounds and also as a goal-oriented condition for maximizing chances of success.

Mainstreaming Demands for Accountability

Israel has become a role model for far-right, xenophobic, or authoritarian leaders across the world, causing its popularity to further decline worldwide. In contrast, the BDS movement is increasingly being recognized as a significant partner in an international progressive wave fighting for indigenous, racial, economic, gender, social, and climate justice against the forces of fascism, xenophobia, and savage neoliberalism that have produced massive wealth for a relatively small number of individuals, multinational corporations, and banks. If many see Palestinian rights today as the “litmus test for human rights,” as described by John Dugard, a prominent South African jurist and former UN special rapporteur for human rights, support for BDS, whether vocal or discreet, has become, especially in the complicit West, a litmus test for meaningful international solidarity with the Palestinian

Anchored in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, BDS opposes all forms of racism and discrimination, including anti-Black racism, sexism, homophobia, Islamophobia, and anti-Semitism.”

liberation struggle, if not for progressive politics in general.

Oppressed communities worldwide increasingly diagnose international complicity in maintaining Israel’s systematic injustice as undermining the very legitimacy of the law-based international order, which in turn undermines their own struggles for justice. This is leading to a dramatic shift in understanding Israel’s regime of oppression against Palestinians as including apartheid, a crime against humanity under international law, and, crucially, in mainstreaming calls for targeted and lawful sanctions to bring to an end Israel’s decades-old violations of Palestinian rights and international law.

Upon visiting the occupied Palestinian territory in 2013, the late African National Congress leader Ahmed Kathrada, who supported BDS, said, “In our short stay here we have seen and heard enough to conclude that apartheid has been reborn here. In its reborn form it is, however, worse than its predecessor.”

In a Global South response to a unified Palestinian civil society call for lawful, targeted sanctions to stop Israel’s apartheid regime and its planned further de jure annexation of occupied Palestinian territory, seven former presidents of Latin American countries and two former presidents of South Africa, along with hundreds of public officials, parliamentarians, academics, artists, and civil society leaders from Asia, Africa, and Latin America, endorsed sanctions to stop Israel’s annexation and apartheid. In September 2020, the deputy secretary-general of the African National Congress of South Africa, together with other leaders in the Global South, endorsed the Palestinian call on the United Nations to investigate Israel’s apartheid and to impose lawful sanctions to end it. Similarly, the Chilean Senate voted overwhelmingly for sweeping sanctions against Israel if it goes ahead with its formal annexation plans, while the parliaments of Belgium and the Netherlands voted for what was widely understood as sanctions. Even in the United States, twelve Senate Democrats have introduced legislation that would prohibit Israel from using U.S. military aid to annex portions of the West Bank.


These measures by governments and political figures may help to partially explain why Israel’s extremist government and its allies have intensified their war on BDS, which they have designated since 2013 as a “strategic threat” to Israel’s regime of oppression. The impact of BDS campaigning at the municipal and political levels has figured prominently in a recently published authoritative Israeli anti-BDS report that bemoaned the movement’s increased “sophistication” and admitted that, despite Israel’s massive investment of human and material resources against the BDS movement, it has “largely failed to disrupt the BDS momentum.” This echoes a 2017 report issued by two pro-Israel lobby groups, the Anti-Defamation League and Reut, that outlined Israel’s failure to stem the “impressive growth” and “significant successes” of the BDS movement.

Still, BDS has an uphill battle ahead against a fanatic and violent Israeli regime. With its far-right allies in ascendance across the globe, Israel feels more powerful and invincible than ever.

Confronting the Settler-Colonial Logic of Elimination

Israel is determined to complete the Zionist settler-colonial project of erasing (and, at times, appropriating) the past, present, and future of the indigenous people of Palestine—or what Edward Said once called “disappearing” the Palestinians. For decades Israel has perpetrated acts that UN investigators recently concluded “may constitute war crimes or crimes against humanity.” The bill of particulars includes (but is not limited to) its brutal siege against close to two million Palestinians in Gaza (or what Richard Falk, former UN special rapporteur for human rights, calls a “prelude to genocide”), and its land-grabbing, construction of illegal settlements, and gradual ethnic cleansing in occupied Jerusalem, the Jordan Valley, and the Naqab (Negev). This is what the ongoing Palestinian Nakba looks like.

Though the paradigm of globalized resistance may apply to all contemporary struggles against injustice, it is most evident in situations of settler colonialism, where the oppressors are not merely interested in subjugating the oppressed or exploiting them and usurping their resources, but in replacing them altogether.

To varying degrees, the settler-colonial “logic of elimination” of the indigenous population was implemented in the United States, Australia, and Canada. When total elimination is not possible, the colonizers understand that for their project to thrive they must subdue and eventually domesticate the indigenous colonized population, including through isolation.27

“The most potent weapon in the hands of the oppressor” to achieve this, the South African Black Consciousness leader Steve Biko argued, is through control of “the mind of the oppressed.”28 From apartheid South Africa to Palestine today, Biko’s insight has proven prescient. When settler colonialists have been unable to annihilate the indigenous, they adopt the strategy of infecting our minds with the fatal virus of despair through dehumanization, isolation, and the violent crushing of any resistance with disproportionate force and premeditated savagery.

The British-enabled Zionist settler-colonial project in Palestine, which began in earnest in the first quarter of the twentieth century and is ongoing, has persistently sought to colonize not just the land of the indigenous Palestinians but our minds as well.

As early as 1923, Zionist leader Ze’ev Jabotinsky wrote with lucid honesty:

Every native population in the world resists colonists as long as it has the slightest hope of being able to rid itself of the danger of being colonized. [...] Zionist colonization must either stop, or else proceed regardless of the native population. Which means that it can proceed and develop only under the protection of a power that is independent of the native population—behind an iron wall, which the native population cannot breach.29

Aside from its more recent concrete wall, Israel has constructed its “iron wall” in Palestinian minds in an attempt to reduce us to lesser humans, or what I call relative humans; to isolate us from our natural Arab environment and the rest of the world; and to sear into our consciousness, through sustained hegemonic violence, the imperative of submission to its indomitable power as fate.30 The most important goal of colonizing the minds of the oppressed is to imprint in them the lethal futility of resisting ongoing colonization.

Consequently, the struggle for Palestinian liberation has always been conditioned

upon decolonizing Palestinian minds from the deep-seated powerlessness and hopelessness that may inhibit them, and embarking on a praxis, as Paulo Freire would say, a radical process of hopeful, globalized resistance, transformation, and emancipation.\textsuperscript{31} After all, hope that emanates from effective popular resistance, organically coupled with principled international solidarity, is resilient and contagious. Despite decades of ruthless Israeli ethnic cleansing and settler-colonial brutality, enabled mostly by the West, the Palestinians have not given up. We continue to resist oppression and to assert our quest for emancipation, self-determination, and equal rights to all peoples.

This is precisely why Israel has allocated massive human, political, and financial resources—including a dedicated government ministry with a budget of over $70 million—in its desperate war on BDS.\textsuperscript{32} It correctly sees that BDS provides a particularly potent and hopeful form of rooted, anti-racist, intersectional, contemporary, and context-sensitive nonviolent resistance that also strategically and effectively challenges Israel’s savagery and criminal impunity.\textsuperscript{33}

**Sumud and the Impact of BDS**

Israel has perpetrated for decades what UN investigators describe as acts that “may constitute war crimes or crimes against humanity.”\textsuperscript{34} Israeli historian Ilan Pappe uses the phrase “incremental genocide” to refer to Israeli policies on Gaza and its ongoing settlement construction and gradual ethnic cleansing in occupied Jerusalem, the Jordan Valley, and the Naqab (Negev).\textsuperscript{35} Yet most Palestinians remain hopeful, despite all the pain and loss. As Rashid Khalidi puts it, the ultimate goal of the Zionist settler-colonial project in Palestine, the erasure of the indigenous Palestinian people, has failed. He writes:

> Today, the population of the entire country from the river to the sea is at least half Palestinian, and that proportion is growing. The natives are still there, unified by decades of occupation and colonization since 1967, and they are restless. Those Palestinians who have managed to remain in historical Palestine—in spite of the ceaseless efforts to dispossess them—continue to resist erasure. Outside of Palestine, an equal number remain profoundly attached to their homeland and to the right of return. The Palestinians have not forgotten, they have not gone away, and the memory of Palestine and its inhabitants is.

---


\textsuperscript{34} Holmes, “UN Says Israel’s Killings at Gaza Protests May Amount to War Crimes.”

dismemberment has not been effaced. Indeed, wider international audiences are increasingly aware of these realities.\textsuperscript{36}

Together with maintaining a Palestinian physical presence in Palestine, BDS today is a major form of Palestinian popular resistance and the most effective form of international solidarity with their struggle for inalienable rights.

Effective BDS campaigns have compelled conglomerates like Veolia, Orange, and CRH to end their involvement in Israeli operations that violate Palestinian human rights. The world’s largest security firm, G4S, has suffered what the \textit{Financial Times} called “reputational damage,” due to BDS campaigning in several countries, ending most of its involvement in illegal Israeli business in settlements, military checkpoints, and the prison system, where Palestinians, including children, are systematically subjected to torture and ill treatment.\textsuperscript{37}

Sovereign funds in Norway, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, New Zealand, and elsewhere have divested from Israeli or international companies and banks that are involved in Israel’s occupation.\textsuperscript{38}

Mainstream churches in South Africa have endorsed BDS, while major churches in the United States, including the Presbyterian Church and the United Methodist Church, have divested from U.S. companies or Israeli banks for their involvement in Israel’s violations of Palestinian rights.\textsuperscript{39}


The city of Dublin in 2018 became the first European capital to adopt BDS, while dozens of other cities and hundreds of cultural institutions and public spaces across Europe have declared themselves Israeli Apartheid Free Zones.40

BDS has broadened its support base by winning the endorsement of major international trade union federations, including the Congress of South African Trade Union (COSATU), the Central Unica dos Trabalhadores (CUT) federation in Brazil, and Trades Union Congress (TUC) in the United Kingdom, among many others.41

These and other successful BDS campaigns are why Israel has allocated massive human, political, and financial resources in its war on BDS. It correctly sees that BDS provides a particularly potent and hopeful form of rooted, anti-racist, intersectional, contemporary, and context-sensitive nonviolent resistance that is also strategically effective in exposing and challenging Israel’s savagery and criminal impunity.42

Intersectionality

Intersectionality, a concept developed by Black feminists in the United States, is fast becoming an indispensable component of effective justice struggles of oppressed communities.

Part of the strength of the BDS movement lies in its intersectional networks with other justice movements, especially in the United States and Europe. Global, strategic, intersectional, and mutual solidarity with struggles against oppression has become even more essential for building any strong local resistance movement.

Based on its inclusive and progressive principles, the BDS movement has established and nourished bonds of mutual solidarity with movements defending the rights of refugees, immigrants, Blacks, women, workers, indigenous nations, LGBTQI communities, and ethnic and religious minorities. A growing number of anti-colonial Jewish-Israeli BDS supporters play a significant role in exposing Israel’s

regime of oppression and advocating for its isolation.\textsuperscript{44}

The largest farmers’ union in India, with sixteen million members, adopted BDS because of its strong sense of internationalism, rooted in India’s once historic role as a leading supporter of liberation movements, and an equally strong commitment to resisting the corporate takeover of the Indian agriculture sector by Israeli and other corporate criminals.\textsuperscript{45} In 2015, a Black for Palestine statement endorsed BDS and the call to boycott G4S, the world’s largest security firm, which was complicit in Israel’s imprisonment of Palestinians on political grounds, because it was also complicit in the private incarceration system in the United States, which disproportionately targets young Black and brown men.\textsuperscript{46}

The Palestinian BDS National Committee (BNC), the largest Palestinian coalition that leads the global BDS movement, was among the first movements to stand in solidarity with the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe in its struggle against the Dakota Access Pipeline. Its 2016 statement said:

\begin{quote}
The BNC supports the restoration of all lands guaranteed by treaty to the Standing Rock Sioux and all other indigenous nations. As indigenous Palestinians, we pledge to stand in solidarity with indigenous peoples around the world, including in Turtle Island, in their struggles for justice, self-determination, restoration of rights and respect for their heritage.\textsuperscript{47}
\end{quote}

As an indigenous people, Palestinians recognize the connection between the imperialist role that the United States plays worldwide and domestic U.S. racist oppression of indigenous people, Blacks, and other communities of color.\textsuperscript{48} Successive U.S. administrations have sponsored or supported dictatorships, far-right regimes, death squads, and other tools of repression to maintain the hegemony of multinationals and large banks over the Global South and perpetuate their pillage and exploitation. Martin Luther King Jr. connected the “three evils” of racism, poverty, and militarism with the Vietnam War, and Malcolm X argued that for the Black-led struggle for justice in the United States to flourish, it must be “tied in with


\textsuperscript{47} Palestinian BDS National Committee, “From Standing Rock to Occupied Jerusalem: We Resist Desecration of Our Burial Sites and Colonizing Our Indigenous Lands.”

the overall international struggle.”

In view of these connections, the Movement for Black Lives in the United States is uniquely placed to lead a global struggle for justice in all its forms, given its role in resisting empire from the inside. Fighting militarization, systemic racism, and brutal policing domestically is deeply connected with ending, or at least curtailing, U.S. empire abroad.

To Palestinians and many other oppressed communities around the world, Black Lives Matter is significant in a profound way. Not only is the struggle for Black liberation inherently important to humanity, it is also intertwined with global struggles for freedom, justice, and equal rights, including the Palestinian struggle against Israel’s regime of oppression. Other than being Israel’s partner in crime, the U.S. establishment shares historical and ideological connections with Israel: both settler-colonial regimes are based on the perceived supremacy of the colonizers and the dehumanization of the colonized.

Reflecting this intersectional analysis, the BNC issued a statement last May in solidarity with the Black-led uprisings for justice following the police murder of George Floyd:

The growing protests by “the unheard” against police brutality in the U.S. are fundamentally an uprising against an entire system of racist exploitation and oppression, exacerbated and nakedly exposed by the Covid-19 pandemic and its disproportionate toll on African Americans. This system is organically connected to the crimes perpetrated by U.S. imperialism against peoples of color worldwide and rooted in the violent, racist and colonial foundation of the U.S.

The genocidal destruction of native American nations, the pillage of their wealth and resources, and the savage enslavement of millions of Africans constitute the most profound pillars of what became the U.S. The deeply-seated white supremacist ideology that has guided and attempted to whitewash these crimes is still alive, albeit in different forms. This exclusionary ideology is encouraged by the flagrantly racist Trump White House and an insidious, less-audaciously racist liberal establishment that rhetorically condemns racism, even spews some empty promises, yet consistently fails to act on reparations, racial and economic justice, and ending the horrific system of criminalization and mass incarceration of Black Americans.

In a webinar recently organized by the BDS movement, titled “Global Uprising: Black and Indigenous Resistance Against Racism and Settler Colonialism,” Nick Estes, Native American scholar, activist, and cofounder of the Red Nation, observed:


This is an incredible moment in time. … The indigenous movement, the Black movement, the Palestinian movement have seen levels of solidarity, because primarily of Black Lives Matter … that we haven’t seen in the past. The Lakota people have drawn on the Palestinian example for our pathway to recognize indigenous human rights at the United Nations; that connection existed, but it existed alongside the anti-apartheid struggle. So, even our history to this moment … is deeply connected.51

Israel’s birth as a violent settler-colony is now flaunted as a model for white supremacists around the world. Richard Spencer, a leader of the “alt-right,” for example, has defended the white supremacist movement’s racist nationalism as “a sort of white Zionism.”52 This unmistakable allusion to Israel’s exclusionary foundations, as a state that privileges Jewish settlers over the indigenous Palestinian population and that treats African asylum seekers as a “cancer,” further exposes Zionism as a supremacist movement and elucidates the often-obscured contradiction between Zionism and liberal ideals.53

As this contradiction becomes more visible, support for holding Israel to account is growing among Jewish Americans and the broader U.S. public. Already, in 2014, a poll by the “moderate” Israel lobby J Street, which conditions support for political candidates on their opposition to BDS, showed that 46 percent of non-Orthodox Jewish-American men under 40 support a full boycott of Israel to end its occupation.54

Ethical Consistency vs. Strategic Impact

Upholding the rights of all Palestinians as stipulated by international law and adhering to a morally consistent, inclusive, intersectional, anti-racist struggle, however, is not sufficient to achieve the movement’s objectives: freedom, justice, and equality.56 Simultaneously, therefore, BDS organizes strategic, context-sensitive, winnable, gradual, and sustainable campaigns to advance the struggle to attain those objectives. In other words, BDS strives to maintain a golden balance between ethical consistency and strategic impact.

Social justice advocates and human rights defenders often face the dilemma of whether to prioritize ethical principles over goal-oriented efficacy in their campaigns. While there may be in many cases a trade-off between the two, they are not mutually exclusive, and opting for one to the exclusion of the other can be
We continue to resist oppression and to assert our quest for emancipation, self-determination, and equal rights to all peoples."

would become delusional, celebrating every noise we make in our comfortable “revolutionary” bubble as if it were the roar of an inevitable victory.

On the other hand, if our objectives are designed to conveniently respond only to the pragmatic requirements of current circumstances, without much consideration for our principles and long-term goals, we risk cooptation by hegemonic forces of oppression. While basking in the limelight of the recognition bestowed on those deemed “moderate” and “responsible” enough to be granted a low seat at their high table, we will have disconnected from our roots of struggle and our vision for a just, dignified future. We would settle, in effect, for the more “comfortable chains,” as Archbishop Desmond Tutu would say, while convincing ourselves that we shall break the chains altogether at some indefinite future date.

Being revolutionary is not about raising the most radical slogans that are not implementable and that therefore have little chance of contributing to effective processes aimed at ending the reality of oppression. What is truly revolutionary, and ethical, is raising a slogan that is principled and morally consistent and yet conducive to on-the-ground action that can lead to real justice and emancipation.

BDS has adhered to its founding and evolving progressive, anti-racist principles, and adopted context-sensitive and goal-oriented strategies to grow its support base and impact in many fields, including the cultural and academic boycott spheres.

Cultural Boycott

In 2010, when a prominent South African opera crossed the Palestinian cultural boycott picket line and performed in Tel Aviv, South African anti-apartheid icon Desmond Tutu wrote:

Just as we said during apartheid that it was inappropriate for international artists to perform in South Africa in a society founded on discriminatory laws and racial exclusivity, so it would be wrong for Cape Town Opera to perform in Israel.58

57. The term “fatalistic addicts of marginalization” is inspired by a talk given by Sarah Schulman at a conference of the U.S. Campaign for Palestinian Rights.
Cultural boycott initiatives against Israel, which come in response to the 2004 call by the Palestinian Campaign for the Academic and Cultural Boycott of Israel (PACBI) and to the 2005 Palestinian civil society-initiated BDS Call, more often than not cite the boycott of apartheid South Africa as a key reference.\(^{59}\)

This reference is neither coincidental nor rhetorical. It stems from the many similarities between the two cases of colonial oppression, and it aims to highlight the effectiveness and moral unassailability of using the boycott in the cultural sphere to resist a persistent oppressive order that enjoys impunity and ample complicity from the powers-that-be around the world and to increase the isolation of oppressive regimes, like Israel.

Despite its undisputed growth, the cultural boycott aspect of BDS has been among the most controversial and fiercely debated.

**Boycotts and Freedom of Expression**

The most persistent objection to the cultural and academic boycott, the supposedly “inherent” contradiction between the boycott and freedom of expression and of exchange, is based on an incorrect premise—that Palestinians are calling for ostracizing individual Israeli academics, writers, and artists. PACBI and the BDS movement at large have never done so. The 2004 PACBI call, the guidelines for the international boycott of Israel, and all PACBI documents and speeches on record have consistently called on international artists, academics, and institutions to observe a boycott of all Israeli academic and cultural institutions (including formal bands and orchestras), not individuals. The PACBI guidelines state:

> Anchored in precepts of international law and universal human rights, the BDS movement, including PACBI, rejects principle boycotts of individuals based on their identity (such as citizenship, race, gender, or religion) or opinion. *Mere affiliation of Israeli cultural workers to an Israeli cultural institution is therefore not grounds for applying the boycott.* If, however, an individual is representing the state of Israel or a complicit Israeli institution, or is commissioned/recruited to participate in Israel’s efforts to “rebrand” itself, then her/his activities are subject to the institutional boycott the BDS movement is calling for.\(^{60}\)

Unlike the South African academic and cultural boycott, which was a “blanket” boycott that targeted everyone and everything South African, the Palestinian boycott targets institutions only, because of their entrenched complicity in planning, justifying, whitewashing, or otherwise perpetuating Israel’s violations of international law and Palestinian rights.

---


BDS has never targeted individual Israeli artists or academics per se, not because they tend to be more progressive or opposed to injustice than the rest of society, as is often mistakenly assumed or falsely argued, but because the movement is opposed on principle to political testing and blacklisting. The BDS movement has consistently refrained from using McCarthyite tools in resisting Israel’s regime of oppression, despite, or because of, the Israeli lobby groups’ persistent resorting to the “new McCarthyism,” one that uses unconditional allegiance to Israel as the litmus test of loyalty.

In 1984, Enuga S. Reddy, director of the United Nations Centre Against Apartheid, responded to similar criticism that the cultural boycott of South Africa infringed upon freedom of expression:

It is rather strange, to say the least, that the South African regime which denies all freedoms … to the African majority … should become a defender of the freedom of artists and sportsmen of the world. We have a list of people who have performed in South Africa because of ignorance of the situation or the lure of money or unconcern over racism. They need to be persuaded to stop entertaining apartheid, to stop profiting from apartheid money and to stop serving the propaganda purposes of the apartheid regime.

That was two decades after the Irish Anti-Apartheid Movement first issued a declaration signed by twenty-eight Irish playwrights who committed in 1964 not to permit their work to be performed before segregated audiences in South Africa. The American Committee on Africa, following the lead of prominent British and Irish arts associations, sponsored in 1965 a historic declaration against South African apartheid, signed by more than sixty cultural figures.

Then, in December 1980, the United Nations General Assembly adopted a special resolution on the cultural—and academic—boycott of South Africa in December 1980, almost two decades after civil society unions and associations in Britain, Ireland, and, later, the United States, adopted such a boycott. That decision also heeded consistent appeals by Black organizations in South Africa, which effectively censured several foreign entertainers who violated the boycott.

Those who once endorsed or even struggled to implement that blanket academic or cultural boycott against apartheid South Africa and are now hesitant to support a targeted institutional boycott of Israel are hard-pressed to explain this peculiar inconsistency.

Some BDS critics argue that art is above, or at least should transcend, political division, unifying people in their “common humanity.” This argument ignores the political content, the power disparity, and the ethical responsibility associated with artistic expression, particularly in situations of sustained oppression. It also ignores, it seems, that the proverbial masters and slaves hardly share anything in common, least of all any notion of humanity.

**Brand Israel**

One of the main objectives of the academic and cultural boycott of Israel is exposing the deep complicity of Israel’s academic and cultural institutions in Israel’s regime of oppression, thus revealing the true “brand” of Israel.

The Israeli government launched its so-called Brand Israel campaign in 2005, apparently in response to the 2004 PACBI call and the initial traction it had gained in the United Kingdom and beyond. This branding campaign focused on improving Israel’s image abroad “by downplaying religion and avoiding any discussion of the conflict with the Palestinians” and by spinning it as “relevant and modern.” Upon the launch of this branding campaign, a former deputy director general of the Israeli foreign ministry, Nissim Ben-Shitrit, said, “We are seeing culture as a hasbara [propaganda] tool of the first rank, and I do not differentiate between hasbara and culture.”

After the Israeli war of aggression against the besieged Gaza Strip in 2009, Israel’s image further dipped, prompting the government to throw more money into the Brand Israel campaign. A top Israeli foreign ministry official told the *New York Times* at the time, “We will send well-known novelists and writers overseas, theater companies, exhibits. This way you show Israel’s prettier face.” A little-known component of the Israeli government’s Brand Israel effort is a *contract* that obliges Israeli artists and writers, as “service providers” who receive state funding, to conform to and, indeed, promote state policies. It effectively buys the artists’ and writers’ consciences, making a mockery of the “freedom of expression” mantra.

This contract was revealed in a *Haaretz* article, instructively titled “Putting out a Contract on Art,” by an award-winning Israeli writer, explaining the organic partnership between the state and the complacent and complicit intelligentsia. The contract contained the following clauses:

The service provider undertakes to act faithfully, responsibly and tirelessly to provide the Ministry with the highest professional services. The service provider is aware that the purpose of ordering services from him is to promote the policy interests of the State of Israel via culture and art, including
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contributing to creating a positive image for Israel.

The service provider will not present himself as an agent, emissary and/or representative of the Ministry.\textsuperscript{70}

Another argument often raised to counter the case for a cultural boycott of Israel is that such a boycott, since it entails refusing to show art works in Israel, may actually hurt the state’s victims, the Palestinians, more than it would hurt Israel itself, because it would compound their already dire isolation. Interestingly, U.S. filmmaker Jonathan Demme, who cofounded with Martin Scorsese Filmmakers United Against Apartheid to protest the racist regime in South Africa in the 1980s, was asked whether denying American movies to all South African audiences would punish Blacks as well as the white regime. He replied:

We believe the answer is “no.” Leaders of the (opposition) African National Congress have said they fervently want a boycott. … As far as denying the consciousness-raising among whites that American films could provide, the consensus is that it will take more than one movie or group of movies to raise the consciousness of the white rulers.\textsuperscript{71}

Israeli cultural, as well as academic, institutions will claim that the boycott infringes upon their freedom and punishes artists and academics who are the most “progressive” and opposed to “the occupation” in Israeli society. This argument, aside from being quite disingenuous, is intended to deflect attention from three basic facts: first, that the boycott was called for because Israel was denying Palestinians their basic rights, including academic and cultural rights; second, that the Palestinian academic and cultural boycott of Israel targets institutions, not individuals; and third, that those institutions, far from being more progressive than the Israeli public, are a main pillar of the Israeli structure of colonial and apartheid oppression.

The oppressed lose nothing when people of conscience boycott institutions that are complicit in the system of oppression; instead, they gain enormously from the ultimate weakening of this complicity, which an effective and sustained boycott leads to.

BDS fundamentally calls on all people of conscience and their institutions to fulfill their profound moral obligation to desist from complicity in Israel’s system of oppression against the Palestinian people. Artists and other cultural figures are no exception.

Understanding this ethical obligation, the majority of celebrities, especially younger ones, who do care about universal human rights usually have turned down lucrative offers to play in Tel Aviv when they realize that, regardless of their intentions, their performances there will invariably be manipulated to artwash Israel’s regime of military rule and injustice.


The cultural boycott of Israel is growing steadily, with thousands of artist endorsements. In March 2020, more than 130 mostly LGBTQIA+ filmmakers and film artists pledged to boycott TLVFest, Tel Aviv’s government-sponsored LGBT film festival, in solidarity with the Palestinian LGBTQIA+ community. In 2019, despite Israel’s much-hyped propaganda around its hosting of the massive European song contest, Eurovision, and its anticipation of up to 50,000 tourists flooding Tel Aviv, less than 5,000 tourists made the trip. The well-planned BDS campaign “against Eurovision in apartheid Tel Aviv” went viral, attracting support from more than 150,000 Europeans and others who signed petitions urging a boycott of the contest. Hundreds of leading artists lent their support, including former Eurovision contestants and one winner, and well over 100 LGBTQI+ organizations and centers joined the calls, rejecting Israel’s exposed pinkwashing strategy.

Even in Hollywood, following BDS appeals, none of the twenty-six Oscar nominees in 2016 accepted junkets, worth $55,000 apiece, offered by the Israeli government. BDS partners in the United States, like Jewish Voice for Peace, played a key role in that exceptionally successful campaign that received extensive coverage in the entertainment media and beyond.

A year later, in 2017, six out of eleven National Football League players, including Michael Bennett, turned down a similar Israeli junket. In a touching letter published by The Nation, Bennett wrote, “Like 1968 Olympian John Carlos always says, ‘There is no partial commitment to justice. You are either in or you’re out.’ Well, I’m in.”

Also in 2017, the famous New Zealand artist Lorde joined the boycott by canceling a scheduled performance in Tel Aviv, becoming the most prominent and courageous artist of her generation to respect the Palestinian boycott picket line. Many other artists have quietly declined lucrative Israeli invitations, exercising

Part of the strength of the BDS movement lies in its intersectional networks with other justice movements, especially in the United States and Europe.”

Israel’s response to its growing isolation in the cultural field was to intensify the Brand Israel campaign and to create front organizations to spread its propaganda and dissuade artists from heeding BDS calls. One such organization, Creative Community for Peace (CCFP), presents itself as an entertainment industry organization, and lobbies artists to perform in Israel, while concealing that it is actually a front group for StandWithUs (SWU), a long-established right-wing, anti-Palestinian, pro-Israeli settler lobby group with ties to Israel’s far-right government.79

The trend of isolation is steady and growing. Already in 2010, a music industry insider warned that the “winds could be shifting” against Israel. He admitted that in a few months he had approached more than fifteen performing artists with proposals to give concerts in Israel but “none had agreed,” despite “extreme, big numbers” in fees.80

Academic Boycott

Academic associations and dozens of student governments at Stanford, UCLA, Berkeley, and many other U.S., Canadian, and U.K. universities have voted in the last few years for various BDS measures, including divestment from companies what the BDS movement terms a “silent boycott,” arguably the dominant form of heeding the BDS cultural boycott call, and it is growing impressively. In 2015, the iconic U.S. R&B singer Lauryn Hill canceled her scheduled performance in Israel, after appeals from Palestinian, Israeli, and international BDS activists. Earlier that year, almost a thousand cultural figures in Britain signed a pledge in support of the cultural boycott of Israel, following similar initiatives in Montreal (Canada), Ireland, and South Africa.78


involved in Israel’s occupation. Students at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and Columbia University (with 61 percent support) both passed historic resolutions calling for divestment from Israel.

Few forms of pressure have triggered as much alarm in Israel’s establishment as the growing divestment movement on Western college campuses and the rapidly growing support for a comprehensive academic and cultural boycott of Israel and its complicit institutions. In parallel, many individual academics around the world have joined the widespread silent academic boycott of Israel—that is, the unannounced, yet very effective, shunning of academic visits to and relations with complicit Israeli universities.

Former Israeli Mossad chief Shabtai Shavit admits that BDS has become a “critical” challenge to Israel’s system of injustice. “We are losing the fight for support for Israel in the academic world,” he writes. “An increasing number of Jewish students are turning away from Israel. The global BDS movement … has grown, and quite a few Jews are members.”

Israel realizes that an effective academic boycott would irreversibly hurt the “Brand Israel” and feed the calls for economic boycotts and, eventually, sanctions.

Israel’s academic institutions, after all, are a pillar of Israel’s regime of oppression, playing a major role in planning, implementing, justifying, and whitewashing Israel’s crimes against the Palestinian people.

The complicity of Israeli universities takes many forms, from developing weapon systems and military doctrines used in the perpetration of Israeli war crimes and crimes against humanity, to systematically providing the military-intelligence establishment with indispensable research—on archaeology, demography, geography, hydrology, and psychology, among other disciplines—to tolerating and often rewarding racist speech, theories, and “scientific” research. It also includes institutionalizing discrimination against Palestinian Arab citizens, among them scholars and students; suppressing Israeli academic research on Zionism and the Nakba; and the construction of campus facilities and dormitories in the occupied
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Palestinian territory, as Hebrew University has done in East Jerusalem, for instance.  

Ariel University, located in the illegal Israeli settlement of the same name that was built on stolen Palestinian land, is another example of academic complicity. Under the Fourth Geneva Convention, Israeli settlements and the transfer of Israeli settlers to occupied territory constitute a war crime. An independent campaign, No Ariel Ties, initiated by authoritative Palestinian bodies and supported by prominent academics worldwide, has called for nonrecognition of Ariel University and for ending all institutional ties with it. After pressure from the campaign, the scientific journal *Molecules* canceled a special issue with a guest editor from Ariel University, who insisted on falsely listing the university’s address as “Ariel, Israel,” refusing to correct it to the occupied Palestinian territory.

**Entrenched Complicity**

During the Israeli assault on Gaza in 2014, which led to the murder of hundreds of Palestinian children, Israeli academic institutions issued official statements declaring support for the massacre, promising faculty and student reserve soldiers actively involved in war crimes in Gaza various perks and privileges to show appreciation for their contribution to the state’s “security.”

Examples of academic complicity in Israel’s crimes against the Palestinian people abound. Here I list only a few of the most glaring. Technion prides itself on developing many of the weapon systems, particularly drone technologies, which were employed by the Israeli forces in their bloodbaths in Gaza. Tel Aviv University (TAU) has designed dozens of weapons used by the Israeli occupation forces. The Institute for National Security Studies also takes credit for the development of the so-called Dahiya Doctrine, or doctrine of disproportionate force, that is adopted by the Israeli army and which calls for “the destruction of the national [civilian] infrastructure, and intense suffering among the [civilian] population,” as a means of defeating an otherwise “impossible” to defeat non-statal resistance. Moreover, TAU’s leading philosopher, Asa Kasher, has co-authored with an army general an “ethical”...
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code of conduct for the Israeli army that justifies killing a large number of civilians when targeting resistance fighters.88

But universities in many Western countries, particularly the United States, are also involved with their respective military establishments, so what makes the complicity of Israeli academic institutions more worthy of censure and boycott? Israeli experts provide a decisive answer to this. Prominent TAU professor Abraham Katzir writes: “Each one of us is both an Israeli citizen and working in these [military] fields.” Academia and the army, writes Katzir, are “helping one another—something which doesn’t happen [elsewhere]; I’ve been in the U.S. and Europe, and there is a disconnect between the [academic] workshops and the army; they hate the army! [With us], I think that we succeed by virtue of the fact that we help one another so much.” Haim Russo, CEO of Israeli drone manufacturer Elbit, went further, crediting academia with “standing behind this whole vast [Israeli military] industry.”89

In what PACBI describes as “a new low, even by the already dismal Israeli academic institutions’ ethical standards,” renowned Israeli academic Mordechai Kedar of Bar-Ilan University urged raping the wives, sisters, and mothers of Palestinian militants to deter them.90

Organically connected to cheering the murder of Palestinian civilians in Gaza is the atmosphere of militarization, repression, and intimidation that has prevailed in Israeli universities, where administrations joined the Israeli police and Shin Bet in clamping down on dissent by students and faculty peacefully protesting the war of aggression on Gaza.91

Academic Freedom

The BDS movement upholds the universal right to academic freedom and therefore calls for the boycott of institutions, not individuals. PACBI subscribes to the UN definition of academic freedom, which prohibits the infringement on the academic freedom of others as well as discrimination and repression.92

Anchored in precepts of international law and universal human rights, PACBI rejects, on principle, any McCarthyite-type political tests or boycotts of individuals based on their opinion or identity (such as citizenship, race, gender, or religion). If, however, an individual is representing the state of Israel or a complicit Israeli institution (such as a dean, rector, or president), or is commissioned/recruited to participate in Israel’s efforts to “rebrand” itself, then her/his activities are subject to the institutional boycott the BDS movement is calling for.93 The “boycott conflicts with academic freedom” argument also confuses academic privileges with academic freedom, and fails, accordingly, to grasp that an institutional academic boycott would harm perks and privileges, not rights.94

Some critics may argue that BDS contravenes academic freedom because it cannot but hurt individual academics if it is to be effective at all. This argument is problematic on many levels. By ignoring the real, systematic Israeli suppression of Palestinian academic freedom and focusing solely on the hypothetical infringement on Israeli academic freedom that the boycott allegedly would entail, this argument is racist.

The academic boycott of Israel called for by Palestinian civil society is related to Israel’s relentless and deliberate attack on Palestinian education, which some have termed scholasticide and which goes back to the 1948 Nakba. An Israeli researcher’s dissertation, for instance, reveals that during and immediately after the Nakba, tens of thousands of books, stolen from Palestinian homes, schools, and libraries in Jerusalem, Jaffa, Haifa, Safad, and elsewhere, were plundered or destroyed by Zionist—and later Israeli—militias.95

In the first few weeks of the first Palestinian Intifada (1987–1993), Israel shut down all Palestinian universities (some, like Birzeit, for several consecutive years), and then it closed all 1,194 Palestinian schools in the occupied West Bank (including East Jerusalem) and Gaza.96 Next came the kindergartens. Eventually, every educational institution in the occupied Palestinian territory was forcibly closed. This prompted Palestinians to build an “illegal network” of underground...
Palestinian scholars and students are methodically denied their basic rights, including academic freedom, and are often subjected to imprisonment, denial of freedom of movement, even violent attacks on themselves or their institutions, including the bombing of a Palestinian university in Gaza in 2014.97

Palestinian citizens of Israel have also suffered for decades from the structural racism that pervades the Israeli educational system. According to Human Rights Watch:

Discrimination at every level of the [Israeli] education system winnows out a progressively larger proportion of Palestinian Arab children as they progress through the school system—or channels those who persevere away from the opportunities of higher education. The hurdles Palestinian Arab students face from kindergarten to university function like a series of sieves with sequentially finer holes.

In the past, many supported a much more sweeping academic boycott against apartheid South Africa’s universities and individual academics, yet today they are reluctant to support a strictly institutional boycott of Israeli academic institutions complicit in the violation of Palestinian rights. They can and should be called out for their hypocrisy.

**Failure of Israel’s Anti-BDS War**

In response to the impressive growth of support for Palestinian rights in recent years, particularly through BDS, Israel has since 2014 waged a global war on the BDS movement, including extensive propaganda, legal warfare, and espionage.99 In 2016, Gilad Erdan, then Israel’s minister of strategic affairs, a ministry that specializes in fighting the BDS movement globally, established a “tarnishing unit” to smear Palestinian, Israeli, and international human rights defenders in the BDS movement. Another Israeli minister has publicly threatened BDS activists (including myself) with “targeted civil assassination,” drawing condemnation from Amnesty International.100
Just last year, the U.S. House of Representatives passed a resolution, H.Res. 246, targeting the BDS movement. This resolution, which fundamentally mischaracterizes the movement’s goals, is only the latest attempt by Israel’s supporters in Congress to demonize and suppress support for BDS and Palestinian rights. H.Res. 246 is a sweeping condemnation of Americans who advocate for Palestinian rights using BDS tactics. It reinforces other unconstitutional anti-boycott measures, including those passed by twenty-eight state legislatures, that are reminiscent of “McCarthy era tactics,” according to the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU). It also exacerbates the oppressive atmosphere that Palestinians and their supporters have faced during the Trump administration, which has publicly smeared members of Congress who speak out in support of Palestinian freedom.

In response to H.Res. 246 and similarly repressive legislative measures, House member Ilhan Omar, joined by Rashida Tlaib, civil rights icon John Lewis, and twelve other cosponsors, introduced H.Res. 496, which defends “the right to participate in boycotts in pursuit of civil and human rights at home and abroad, as protected by the First Amendment to the Constitution.” The resilient, yet slowly eroding, staunch support in Congress for Israel, regardless of what it does to the Palestinians, reflects a great disconnect with U.S. public opinion, which is finally shifting on Palestinian rights and even on BDS.

While Israel celebrates its enormous influence in the United States, it is missing the growing undercurrent of resentment and apprehension that its McCarthyite tactics are creating. A University of Maryland poll published earlier this year, for instance, revealed that 72 percent of all Americans (80 percent of Democrats) were against anti-BDS laws because they infringe on freedom of speech. Among those who have heard of BDS, 42 percent of Americans (77 percent of Democrats) supported the statement that “BDS is a legitimate, peaceful way of opposing Israeli occupation of the Palestinian territories. Inspired by the South-African anti-apartheid movement, BDS urges action to pressure Israel to comply with
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international law. Opposing Israeli policy does not equal antisemitism.” An earlier poll in 2018, also by the University of Maryland, showed that 40 percent of Americans (56 percent of Democrats) support imposing sanctions or more serious measures on Israel to stop the expansion of its illegal settlements in the occupied Palestinian territory.

Reflecting this swelling grassroots support for holding Israel to account over its crimes against the Palestinian people, more ranking politicians, including key former Democratic presidential nominees, are now ready to advocate for leveraging U.S. aid to Israel to bring about its (at least partial) compliance with international law.

For instance, a recent letter in Congress drafted by Reps. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-NY), Rashida Tlaib (D-MI), Pramila Jayapal (D-WA), and Betty McCollum (D-MN) and endorsed by others, including Sen. Bernie Sanders, warns that Israel’s formal annexation of more occupied Palestinian territory would “lay the groundwork for Israel becoming an apartheid state.” It reiterated the fact that annexation is prohibited by Article 2(4) of the UN Charter and is “a prohibited act of aggression under Article 47 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, of which Israel is a party.” It also referred to Israel’s already existing settlements in the occupied West Bank, including East Jerusalem, as “a war crime under Article 8(2)(b)(viii) of the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court because Israel, as the Occupying Power, is prohibited from transferring, either directly or indirectly, parts of its own civilian population into the territory it occupies.” The letter concluded with a stark threat that is rare in Congress when it comes to Israel:

Should the Israeli government move forward with the planned annexation with this administration’s acquiescence, we will work to ensure non-recognition as well as pursue conditions on the $3.8 billion in U.S. military funding to Israel, including human rights conditions and withholding funds for the off-shore procurement of Israeli weapons equal to or exceeding the amount the Israeli government spends annually to fund settlements, as well as the policies and practices that sustain and enable them.

The substantial shift in U.S. public opinion and the beginning of a shift in the media and among policymakers are due to several factors, including many years of hard work by Palestine solidarity activists in progressive circles, the growth of the BDS movement’s impact in the liberal mainstream, and what one may call the Trump effect. Trump’s reference to Israel’s military occupation and apartheid policies as an inspiration for his wall with Mexico, anti-Muslim ban, racial profiling, mass surveillance projects, and other anti-democratic measures has effectively


made it easier for a large portion of the U.S. public that rejects these policies to criticize Israel and even call for sanctions against it.

Progressive Jewish groups have played an important role in this overall shift in U.S. public opinion, undermining the weaponized use of false anti-Semitism charges by Israel and its lobby groups to muzzle criticism of Israel and legitimizing calls for imposing sanctions. The dramatic flux in liberal Jewish Americans’ views of Israel, particularly the younger generation, and their growing support for Palestinian rights, including using BDS tactics, are particularly noteworthy. According to a recent extensive survey by the Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs, a right-wing Israel lobby, “up to 25%” of liberal Jewish Americans are “intensely critical of Israel and Zionism itself, including attitudes that Zionism may be a colonial and/or racist, apartheid movement as practiced in Israel today.”

A recent survey conducted by the more liberal Israel lobby group, J Street, and published in November 2020 shows that 22 percent of Jewish Americans under the age of 40 support a full boycott of Israel.

Even supporting a nonracial democracy and equal rights for all in a unitary state and questioning the right of Israel to remain an exclusionary “Jewish state” that denies the indigenous Palestinians their UN-stipulated rights have become far more mainstream in the United States. According to the previously mentioned 2018 Brookings Institution poll, for instance, 64 percent of all Americans “support a single democratic state in which Arabs and Jews are equal even if that means Israel would no longer be a politically Jewish state.”

For the record, the BDS movement “does not advocate for a particular solution to the conflict and does not call for either a ‘one state solution’ or a ‘two state solution.’ Instead, BDS focuses on the realization of basic rights and the implementation of international law.” The United Nations has characterized these rights as “inalienable rights of the Palestinian people,” emphasizing that “full respect for and realization of” these rights “are indispensable for the solution of
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the question of Palestine.” As such, the BDS movement promotes accountability to international obligations that must be respected in any political solution that is conducive to a just and lasting peace.

In response to Israel’s legal warfare, or lawfare, on BDS in Congress as well as many U.S. state legislatures, the legal advocacy group Palestine Legal, supported by the Center for Constitutional Rights and the National Lawyers Guild, stepped up its defense of the right to advocate for BDS on free speech grounds. The ACLU has played a decisive role in exposing the unconstitutionality of Israel’s lawfare against BDS. As a result, several federal courts have already frozen the respective anti-BDS legislation of the states of Kansas, Texas, and Arizona, citing their incompatibility with the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.

In a major blow to Israel’s lawfare, the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) ruled unanimously a few months ago that the French highest court’s 2015 criminal conviction of BDS activists advocating nonviolent boycotts of Israeli goods violated Article 10 (freedom of expression) of the European Convention on Human Rights. In effect, the court ruled that calling for boycotting Israel to end its decades-long grave violations of Palestinian rights does not constitute incitement to discrimination, hate, or anti-Jewish bigotry.

**Weaponized “New Anti-Semitism”**

Israel has had a difficult time convincing anyone beyond its loyal lobby groups and anti-Palestinian partners that BDS is “anti-Semitic,” mainly because of the movement’s consistent, categorical, and public rejection of racism, including anti-Jewish bigotry, and because of the significant Jewish support worldwide for the movement. BDS is today supported by a fast-rising number of Jewish millennials, who can no longer reconcile their liberal values with what Zionism and Israel stand for today. Support for BDS is also growing among prominent Jewish academics, writers, filmmakers, philosophers, and human rights defenders.
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With the failure of its lawfare strategy’s goal of criminalizing BDS or squashing it, Israel and its lobby groups have aggressively promoted a new, revisionist definition of anti-Semitism that aims “to shield Israel from being held accountable to universal standards of human rights and international law,” as stated by more than forty progressive Jewish organizations worldwide in 2018.\(^\text{116}\)

Claiming that boycotting Israel is intrinsically anti-Semitic is not only baseless propaganda; it absurdly equates Israel with “all Jews.” This is as bigoted as claiming that boycotting a self-defined Islamic state like Saudi Arabia, say, over its legalized discrimination against women or its war crimes in Yemen would necessarily be Islamophobic.\(^\text{117}\)

In May 2019, more than 240 Jewish and Israeli scholars, many of whom are distinguished academics specializing in anti-Semitism, Jewish history, and the history of the Holocaust, issued a statement condemning a German Bundestag resolution that smears the BDS movement for Palestinian rights as anti-Semitic. Crucially, their statement accuses the German resolution of doing nothing to “advance the urgent fight against anti-Semitism.” The statement says:

> [W]e all reject the deceitful allegation that BDS as such is anti-Semitic and maintain that boycotts are a legitimate and non-violent tool of resistance. We, leading researchers of anti-Semitism included, assert that one should be considered an anti-Semite according to the content and the context of one’s words and deeds—whether they come from BDS supporters or not. Regrettably, the adopted motion ignores the explicit opposition of the BDS movement to “all forms of racism, including anti-Semitism.”

The BDS movement seeks to influence the policies of the government of a state that is responsible for the ongoing occupation and oppression of the Palestinian people. Such policies cannot be immune to criticism. In this context, it should also be noted that many Jewish and Israeli individuals and groups either support BDS explicitly, or defend the right to support it. We consider it inappropriate and offensive when German governmental and parliamentary institutions label them anti-Semite.\(^\text{118}\)

One day before the Bundestag resolution was passed, the German government released a study pointing out that 90 percent of the anti-Semitic—and other racist/xenophobic—attacks in Germany come from the far right. A 2020 report by the


German government shows that this has risen to 93 percent. Those 93 percent come from the voter pool of the patently anti-Semitic, far-right party, Alternative für Deutschland, which has proposed an even more anti-democratic resolution, completely outlawing the BDS movement.

Daniel Blatman, the chief historian of the Warsaw Ghetto Museum, was even more blunt in his critique of the German resolution. He wrote:

That is how a country where anti-Semitism was a political tool that contributed to the rise of the Nazis’ murderous enterprise became a country that promotes distortion of anti-Semitism as a tool to facilitate the political persecution of a nonviolent [BDS] movement that fights the occupation, the oppression of the Palestinians and the war crimes Israel perpetrates in the territories.

Most recently, more than 377 scholars and artists from more than thirty countries signed a pledge opposing litmus tests and political interference by institutions, municipalities, and public officials in Germany aimed at silencing advocates for Palestinian rights under international law. The signatories have committed not to serve on juries or prize committees or in academic consultations in Germany whenever there are “convincing indicators that their decisions may be subject to ideological or political interference or litmus tests.”

Israel has for decades abused the uniqueness of the Holocaust, and fabricated charges of anti-Semitism that ignore the very real, growing, and increasingly murderous anti-Jewish racism, especially in Western countries, to establish a doctrine of exceptionalism. This is not only to justify and normalize the Zionist ethnic cleansing of the indigenous Palestinians and the settler-colonial project in Palestine, but also to shield Israel’s regime of occupation, settler colonialism, and apartheid from accountability before international law. With this exceptionalism, Israel has become a state above the law, placed “on a pedestal,” as Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu once said, above all other states.

Over the last decade, Israel has steadily shifted to the far right, and its colonization and apartheid policies against Palestinians have grown more violent and criminal, effectively dropping the already torn mask of “democracy” and “liberalism,” relatively shaking its “pedestal” and eroding its exceptionalism. In 1967, prominent Jewish-American writer I. F. Stone predicted this fate:

Israel is creating a kind of moral schizophrenia in world Jewry. In the

outside world the welfare of Jewry depends on the maintenance of secular, non-racial, pluralistic societies. In Israel, Jewry finds itself defending a society in which mixed marriages cannot be legalized, in which the ideal is racial and exclusionist.  

Failing to counter the growth of the BDS movement worldwide or to mitigate its growing impact in effecting divestment decisions by some of the world’s largest pension and sovereign funds, on campuses, in churches, among artists, and trade unions, Israel resorted to its weapon of choice—bullying dissenters, opponents of its grave human rights violations, and people of conscience who stand in solidarity with Palestinian rights by labeling them “anti-Semites.” The formula is simple: to maintain Israel’s impunity and exceptionalism, those who dare to question either must be bullied into silence, and there is no better “silencer” than the epithet of anti-Semitism.

This fraudulent “new anti-Semitism” dogma that Israel is promoting presents a substantial danger to people of conscience everywhere who advocate for Palestinian rights, including those of the Jewish faith, as it seeks to delegitimize and silence human rights campaigning against Israel’s system of injustice or even its specific policies. Since there is nothing Jewish about Israel’s regime of occupation, siege, ethnic cleansing, and apartheid, there is nothing inherently anti-Jewish, then, about a nonviolent, morally consistent human rights struggle to end this system of oppression.

Conflating opposition to the state of Israel with anti-Semitism is also perilous to Jewish communities the world over because it dilutes the notion of anti-Jewish racism beyond recognition and, arguably, nourishes real anti-Jewish bigotry by indirectly implicating Jewish communities at large in Israel’s egregious crimes against the Palestinians and others. Zionism, after all, has always thrived on actual anti-Semitism; in fact, during the rise of Nazi anti-Jewish legislation in Germany in the 1930s, the Zionist movement at the time viewed such legislation as a victory against what it viewed as the worst enemy of Zionism—assimilation.

And more recently, in the Israeli media in February 2019, the Israeli government hosted the prime ministers of the Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Hungary “who have been accused of being anti-immigrant and anti-Semitic.” Defending this Israeli partnership with anti-Semitic leaders, Likud member of parliament Anat Berko said, “They might be anti-Semites, but they’re on our side.”

The Israeli government and prominent figures associated with it have often trafficked in anti-Semitic tropes without shame. To promote Eurovision in Tel Aviv, for example, the Israeli government produced a promotional video that contained

---

blatant anti-Semitic content (describing Jews as “greedy”) and has yet to remove that video or apologize for it.\textsuperscript{127}

In 2017, Yair Netanyahu, the Israeli prime minister’s son and a rising young leader on the right, posted an indisputably anti-Semitic cartoon attacking Jewish American philanthropist George Soros. No apology or retraction has yet been issued by the younger Netanyahu. On the contrary, according to a Swiss magazine, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s close advisers admitted to hatching the anti-Semitic conspiracy theory against Soros that Hungary’s xenophobic Prime Minister Viktor Orban later adopted.\textsuperscript{128}

Despite the massive investment in the war on BDS, Israel’s anti-BDS strategy appears to be failing, as some major Israeli and Israel lobby groups have lately admitted. Since 2016, and in a major setback for Israel’s legal war on BDS, the European Union, the governments of Sweden, Ireland, and Netherlands, as well as leading international human rights organizations such as Amnesty International and the International Federation for Human Rights (FIDH), and the ACLU, have all defended the right to boycott Israel as freedom of speech.\textsuperscript{129}

\textbf{Conclusion: Do No Harm}

The BDS movement upholds solidarity with the oppressed at its most fundamental level. This entails working to cut links of complicity with the oppressor—in other words, and at the most basic level, to do no harm. Identifying responsibility and insisting on accountability are the most crucial phases of solidarity. When Palestinians call for boycotting an institution or divesting from a multinational corporation that is implicated in Israel’s violations of our human rights, they are calling for what Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. formulated, in his last speech in 1968, as “withdraw[ing] … cooperation with an evil system.”\textsuperscript{130} Doing so is hardly charitable, let alone heroic. It is a profound moral obligation.

In the U.S. context, solidarity with the Palestinian struggle for human and political rights means first and foremost ending the unparalleled U.S. complicity in maintaining and entrenching Israel’s regime of occupation and apartheid.


Minimally, this entails pressuring the U.S. government to heed Amnesty International’s call to stop its military funding for the Israeli government, which amounts to $3.8–$4.5 billion; to allow the UN and international courts to hold Israel to account for its war crimes and crimes against humanity like every other pariah state; and to ban the products of all companies that are complicit in Israel’s settlement enterprise and included in the about-to-be-published UN Human Rights Council list.  

It includes student and faculty pressure on universities to end all links, especially joint military and “security” research with complicit Israeli universities, and cultural boycott campaigns to convince cultural institutions, writers and artists to stop artwashing Israel’s human rights violations.

It includes campaigning in city councils, churches, and universities, among others, to adopt ethical procurement and investment guidelines that exclude companies implicated in human rights violations in the U.K., Palestine, and elsewhere around the world.

But why should an average person in the West today stand in solidarity with the Palestinian struggle for rights at a time when her own country may be suffering from increased unemployment, poverty, systemic racism, and deteriorating health care, education, and infrastructure, especially given the Covid-19 crisis?

One answer that focuses on the responsibility dimension of solidarity is provided by former South African anti-apartheid leader Archbishop Desmond Tutu, who said, “If you are neutral in situations of injustice, you have chosen the side of the oppressor.”

If you are a citizen of a relatively democratic society, like the United States, that is complicit in Israeli war crimes against Palestinians, in Saudi and Emirati massacres in Yemen, in death squads in Latin America, or in other grave human rights violations, your “neutrality” amounts to accepting this complicity and, in effect, siding with the oppressor. Your solidarity, then, even at the basic level of working toward cutting the criminal ties of your state, as well as corporations or institutions that are based in it, becomes a moral duty.

At a higher level of solidarity, beyond responsibility toward the oppressed other, the common ground of resistance to globalized oppression is thus recognized and nourished.


The complicity of a U.S. corporation, like Hewlett-Packard or Caterpillar, in Israel’s serious violations of Palestinian human rights triggers a compelling responsibility for U.S. citizens to act in solidarity with Palestinians beyond the call of duty of altruistic internationalism that prevailed in the 1960s against the genocidal U.S. war in Vietnam. Uncovering the involvement of these same companies in the exploitation and oppression of workers, communities of color, and others in the United States, however, takes this solidarity from the realm of responsibility toward the “other” to exploring the imperative of joint struggles against a common enemy. Solidarity thus morphs from an outward act of giving into an integral component of inward-looking struggles as well.

Tied in a single garment of destiny, as King says, oppressors are more united than ever, and oppressions are more intersectional than ever. It is high time to explore the intersectionality of contemporary, globalized resistances. Divided, they fail; united, they prevail, or at least they maximize their chances of success.
BOYCOTT, DIVESTMENT & SANCTIONS
GLOBALIZED PALESTINIAN RESISTANCE TO ISRAEL'S SETTLER COLONIALISM AND APARTHEID
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AS PART OF ITS CURRENT ISSUES IN DEPTH SERIES, the Institute for Palestine Studies is pleased to offer its readers this assessment of the Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions movement by one of its founders and leaders, Omar Barghouti, in the hope of spreading understanding of its aims and achievements. As this essay shows, the BDS movement is rooted in universal principles and non-violent tactics employed by movements against oppression ranging from colonial Ireland to Birmingham, Alabama in the 1950s. For its defense against the McCarthyite attacks by partisans of Israel, it relies on the principle of freedom of speech enshrined in both the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights, a principle that has been upheld by American and European courts. This principle offers a guarantee that the message of equal justice for all – Palestinian Arabs and Israeli Jews – which is the core of the call for BDS will continue to resonate globally.